Flat Stanley visited Onetahi, Whangarei in New Zealand (Aotearoa) May/June 2015.

1. Stanley arrived safely and is seen here making friends with Uncle Les - he travelled around in his beard.

2. Stanley tried to make friends with Griffin, but she had not met anyone like him and just curled up in a ball.

3. We had a bonfire one evening and Stanley got a bit too close and nearly went up in smoke.
4. Stanley came to help us on our boat Amy which is having her hull anti-fouled. We could not find a life-jacket to fit him so he had to stay on dry land.
5. Stanley reckoned he could float OK with a the life ring, but Sunny Patricia said ‘no life-jacket no adventures on the water.’
6. Guppy went up the mast to fix up the windvang instead – great job.
7. Hope he is in the ship’s bucket ready to go home.